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Motivation

Project #1: Algorithms and price dispersion

• There are concerns that they could impact competition

between firms, or generate biased recommendations:

• They also raise questions about how they actually work.

• On digital platforms, algorithms are used for various reasons:

set prices, content recommendation, ad targeting, etc.

• What is their impact on market outcomes and users? How can

more power be given to internet users?

Movie recommendations on Netflix

• Price dispersion: refers to the situation where different sellers

offer different prices for the same good in the market.

Research question: Do pricing algorithms foster

price dispersion on Amazon.com ?

Project #2: Shopping for an algorithm

1. Price revision frequency: sellers with faster pricing

technology commit to respond quickly to price changes of

slower rivals. In response, slower sellers tend to compete less

aggressively [Brown and MacKay, 2021].

2. Opportunistic shortage pricing: some sellers deliberately set

up higher prices to retrieve residual demand when

competitive sellers are out-of-stock.

Which mechanisms?

Roadmap

• Data collection: high-frequency scraping of 10,000 best-sellers

products (outsourced to Octoparse).

• Identifying algorithmic sellers on Amazon: build a heuristic

based on:

• Sellers prices correlation with specific benchmarks

[Chen et al., 2016];

• Frequency of price updates [Wieting and Sapi, 2021].

• Identification strategy: investigate the relationship between

use of pricing algorithms and price dispersion by exploiting

between and within variations in the data:

Preliminary results using data from [Chen et al., 2016]
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Research question: Can competition between

recommendation algorithms improve outcomes for

consumers?

• Let consumers choose the algorithms that dictate the content

and products that are displayed to them on a digital platform.

Ideas

• Test previous mechanisms.

• Assess the impact on consumers.
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• Experimental framework, search on a retail platform,

consumers must find the product that fits them the most.

• Treatment with different levels of algorithm transparency.
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